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The tensioned modified housefall method of replenish-
ment~at-sea provides a system by which a cargo load can
be transferred from one ship to another underway at sea
through the use of a simple wire rope arrangement • This
system requires two winch drums on one of the ships and
provides fine control of cargo trolley movement as related
to either of the two replenishing shipSo A major problem
in the realization of an operating replenishment~at~sea
system of this type is the development of a satisfactory
automatic tensioning control* Wire tension must be main-
tained within a narrow range during the replenishraent-at-
sea operation in spite of the individual movements of the
two replenishing ships, the transit movem3nt of the cargo
trolley from ship to ship, the varying separation between
the two ships involved and other disturbances* If wire
tension becomes too high the wire will part* Since wire
tension is used to suspend the trolley load a loss of
wire tension during the replenishment-at-sea operation
will cause the trolley load to strike against ship
structure or to drop into the sea* The goal of this re-
search effort is the development of an automatic tension-
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I. INTRODUCTION
Basic requirements for an automatic tensioning con-
trol are presented in Appendix A* This appendix starts with
the fundamentals for maintaining constant tension in a
cable stretched between two points with the distance between
these two points varying* From this basis Appendix A
presents the development and description of the tensioned
modified housefall replenishment-at-sea arrangement which
possesses the capabilities described in the abstracto
Appendix B, taken from previous material, further illus-
trates the operation of the tensioned modified housefall
arrangement. Appendices C and D, also material prepared
previous to this report, describe the model system which
this report concerns and the status of the development of
this model prior to the research effort reported herein*
Relative to the development of controls for the contem-
plated model Mark II it should be apparent, following
review of Appendices C and D, that the next logical step
toward realization of this model is the more extensive
analysis and design of the automatic tensioning control
system* Appendix E contains calculations supporting the
results of this report*

IX. METHOD OF ATTACK
Initially a general control arrangement was designed
along the lines of the automatic tensioning control
described in Appendix D. With the exception of the servo
valve, the hydraulic components selected are all commer-
cially manufactured items© Elasticity relationships and
free body diagrams were studied to determine the effects
of changes in the separation between two ships, of changes
in the lengths of the wire ropes, and of changes in the
trolley load position upon the tension in the rig wires©
A transfer function relating tension changes and changes
in the lengths of wire rope within the replenishment»at~
sea rig was developed. A block diagram of the entire
automatic tensioning control system was constructed. The
open loop portion of this block diagram was established
as the product of two principal separate transfer functions:
the wire rope sub-system and the mechanical-hydraulic
combined winch and control sub-system© The latter transfer
function was approximated with lumped impedances. With
adjustment of some of the control parameters .a stable trans-
fer function evolved for the open loop system* Thus
preliminary indications of the sizes of mechanical and
hydraulic control components for a stable automatic tension-
ing control system were obtained.

Ill* DESCRIPTION OF CONTROL ARRANGEMENT
Figure 3, is a schematic of the automatic tensioning
control system studied© If the tension in the wire rope
rig increases above the desired value the torque loading
upon the winch drums is increased thereby similarly in-
creasing the hydraulic pressure on the pay-in side of each
hydraulic motor* Thus the hydraulic pressures P and P
are increased further advancing the pistons and rods of the
differential actuators against a common compression spring*
Increased hydraulic pressures (Pa f Pv) cause the piston
rods to advance in direction A* Hydraulic servo flow is
established to the A end of the control actuator while the
B end of the control actuator is drained* The control
actuator rod moves thereby positioning the stroke control
mechanisms of the variable displacement hydraulic pumps
in the proper direction to generate main hydraulic trans-
mission flow q* This flow rotates the rotors of the hydrau-
lic motors to pay out wire from the winch drums* Thus the
rig tension is reduced* Movement of the control actuator
rod also positions a sleeve of the servo valve which nulli«
fies servo flow to the control actuator as the control
actuator rod approaches the position dictated by the servo
valve spool position* Tension is thereby restored to the
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desired value* The automatic tensioning control operates
in a similar but opposite manner if rig tension decreases
below the desired value©

IIV* TENSION-LENGTH RELATIONSHIP
Figure 2 illustrates the effects of varying separa-
tion and of cargo trolley position upon the relationship
of tension to wire rope length* Also tabulated with figure
2 is a comparison of methods of controlling tension:,
whether tension should be held constant in the transfer
whip, or in the inboard whip, or whether the sum of the
tensions of both whips should be maintained constant* The
results tabulated with figure 2 were obtained from studies
of free body diagrams and elasticity* Note that the ratio
of the change in wire rope tension over the corresponding
change in wire rope length varies from 14*52 lbo*/in to
90*2 ibSc/in*, the extremes being the maximum separation
(200 ft*) with the cargo load at mid-span and the minimum
separation (40 ft.) with the cargo load at either terminal
(or without a cargo load) respectively* From the tabula-
tion also with figure 2 it is apparent that the best ten-
sion quantity to control is the sum of the tensions of both
whips* Limiting maximum tension to 330 lbs* on either of
the whips by maintaining a constant sum of tensions on both
whips a load carrying capability of 245 lbs* and a tension
differential of 37*3 lbs* in each whip during transfer is
obtained as compared to corresponding values of about 230
lbs. with a 92 to 95o5 lbs* tension differential in one
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whip if the tension in the other whip is maintained constant*
The preceding analysis was based upon static conditions
where the tension quantity could ideally be maintained con-
stant • With actual operating conditions the situations
analysed would be the upper extreme of the range within which
the tension quantity could be maintained under the most
sevex*e circumstances for which the system is to be designed*
The tension-length transfer function is developed in figure
3* This transfer function is a function of rig geometry
and elasticity,, Rig geometry, in turn, is a function of
cargo weight and cargo position, while elasticity is a func-
tion of the total wire rope length involved* Development of
this transfer function is based upon the following assump-
tions:
(a) The wire rope is weightless.
{b} Elastic theory (Hooke f s law) is valid* The
modulus of elasticity E » 14,000,000 psi and the wire rope
area s 0*00616 sq* in©
(c) The wire rope system is not influenced by
dynamics*
(d) The influence of cargo position varies as
the product of the proportional distances of the cargo from
each terminal*
(e) The influence of cargo position varies directly
as gross cargo loaoW^raVt^'
(f
)
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(g) The v;ire rope tension sum is maintained





Figure hie.) is a block diagram of the combination rig
and control system* In figure 4(b) and 4(c) the block diagram
is adapted for analysis utilizing lumped impedances. In
figure 4(d) the transfer function relating the change in
"pay-in" pressure (sensor pressure Ps ) to the main drive
hydraulic flow (Fp) that this change of "pay-in" pressure
causes. The transfer function €zL , relating tension changes
to corrective wire rope flow (Fw ) is developed in Appendix
E This transfer function is based upon the following
assumptions:
(a) Parameter values are true©
(b) Lumped impedance approximations are effective,,
(c) Control linkages have no inertia, friction or
stiction<> *
(d) Servo valve has the linear characteristics
calculated*
(e) Electric prime mover operates at 1700 RPM,
(f
)
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Based upon a stable transfer function determined
through the use of lumped impedance approximation, the ini-
tial design of an automatic tensioning control system was
completed including the sis-.es of hydraulic components,
spring rate and variable displacement hydraulic pump stroke
control lever lengths.
The transfer function derived in this report
should be considered a first approximation relative to the
construction of the automatic tensioning control of this
report* In assembling and testing a prototype of this model
provision should be made for parameter adjustment. With
the prototype model it should be possible to readily ex-
change the compression spring in search of the best suited
spring rate to use; and to change the lengths of the control
levers which stroke the variable displacement hydraulic
pumps « Other parameter adjustments are feasible but with
more difficulty. For instance, hydraulic components in
the control arrangement could be replaced by larger or
smaller sized units should this be necessary*
Future efforts could include:
(a) Review, factoring, simplification, further
development and evaluation of the transfer functions*
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(b) Analysis of the effects of parameter changes
upon the system (such items as changes of hydraulic oil
temperature, changes of load inertia, inertia effects of
tensioning correction phased to the delivering ship as
compared to tensioning correction phased to the receiving
ship, inertia effects of cargo transit, effects of cor-
recting tension against the load, as contrasted with cor-
recting tension with the load (overhauling load) as related
to system stability and the capability of maintaining
constant tension, effects of wincn^rum reversals, etc).
(c) Computer simulation and analysis with inputs
simulating disturbances such. as ships 1 rolls* (Ships 1
rolls can be conveniently represented by sine waveswith the
same periods as the real ships. Thus simulation of the
combined rolls of two replenishing ships can be provided by
summing two sine waves).
(d) Actual construction of the real model with
operating tests, analysis and evaluation.
(e) Study, analysis or construction of other methods
of automatic tensioning control.
(f) Arialysis v/ith respect to a performance criteria.
(g) Reliability studies and development of fail-
safe features.
A suggested performance criteria is the minimization
of the difference between the maximum and the minimum values
of the tension encountered under actual circumstances in the
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most severe environment in which the replenisliment-at-sea
system is anticipated to operate* To make this criteria
comparable to other systems which may operate at a different
tension the tension difference referred to above should be
divided by the desired value of tension to be maintained
constant. Thus, on this basis, the performance criteria
would be -«-i where AT is the difference between the
extreme tension qualities encountered in the most severe
environment under which the replenishraent-at-sea system is
intended to operate. Justification of this type of per-
formance criteria is that a certain minimum tension must
be maintained to adequately suspend the cargo load while
a maximum tension must not be exceeded to prohibit the
wire rope from parting. If the difference tetween these two
extreme tension qualities can be minimized, the maximum
tension encountered can be reduced. Thus larger cargo loads
could be candied by replenishmcnt-at-sea rigs utilizing
smaller wire rope with smaller associated fittings as com-
pared with equal capacity systems with a larger difference
between these two extreme tension values,, Relative to perform-
ance evaluation, power consumption appears secondary to the
capability of maintaining constant tension. However a
limitation of the peak power requirement should be considered




Subsequent to the preparation of the main body
of this report the following has become apparent©
Improvement could be realized if the tension quality-
controlled was the highest tension value of the two wire
, ropes used instead of controlling the sum of the tension
qualities (Ta 4- T, ) as evolved earlier in this report «,
Considering cargo trolley transit from the delivering ship
to the receiving ship the inboard whip tension (Ta ) would
be maintained' constant while the trolley travels from
the delivering ship to mid-span where the tension qualities
become equal (T, - T )• As the trolley passes mid-span
enroute to the receiving ship the transfer whip tension
becomes greater than the inboard whip tension (T,> T ),
thus the tension quality then controlled is that of the
transfer whip (T, ) c Using the same comparison as was
previously used to establish the superiority of controlling
the tension sum constant the cargo load capability (V/) be-
comes 264 lbs* vice 245 lbs<, The inboard whip tension dif-
ference (A-T ) during transit increases from 37*3 lbs. to
55«1 lbs, while the same quality in the transfer whip in-
creases from 37c3 lbs, to 60 c 6 lbs. The increase in cargo
load carrying capability makes controlling the higher
tension quality more attractive than controlling the sum
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of the tension qualities in spite of increases in the tension
differences during cargo transit in both whips. Table 1
offers comparison with the tabulation presented in figure
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The control mechanism shown in figure 1 would
require modification so that only the greater of the two
wire rope tension values would displace the servo valve
spool. The spring rate as evolved in Appendix E would be
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reduced from 47# lbs»/in to 257 lbs<>/in. Figure 5 illustrates
a possible differential actuators to servo valve spool ar-
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Figure 1(a) shows a quantity of wire rope;
length L with a force, tension T , applied axially
along this wire rope. One end of the wire rope is
attached at a fixed point A while the other end, B,
is located by the force, Tension T *
If the Tension T is increased from its ini-
tial value T to ?}_ the wire rope is strained such
that the end of the wire rope at point B moves to
point Bi and the length is elongated from LQ to Xg_,figure 1(b).
If the Tension TQ is decreased from its initial
value T to T2 the strain is reduced such that the end
of the wire rope has moved to point B^ and the length
is reduced from L to L2, figure 1(c)*
Note that the length of the wire, L, varies
directly as the tension T applied to the wire,
L KT (1)
Compliance with Hooke's Lav/ is assumed: the
strain is proportional to the stress.
Suppose that a fixed segment of wire is at-
tached between two points A and B; however the separa-
tion between these points is not constant.
For purposes of this illustration point A
will be fixed while point B moves. See figure 2.
Let M s separation.
As point B moves to the right the separation M
increases from M to M^; the wire rope is elongated an
equal amount:
ZvL t s am 1 (disregarding catenary effects







































To elongate the wire rope an additional tensile
load is applied to the wire rope as point B moves to
the righto Thus the tension in the wire rope increases
from T to T^
Similarl}' if point B moves to the left the
separation is decreased from M to M"2> the length of the
wire rope is decreased from L to L2 and the tension
in the wire rope decreases from T to 1'2©
Nov/ suppose that it is desired to maintain the
tension in the wire rope at an optimum value while the
wire rope is suspended in a taut manner between two
points* the separation of these two points being
variable
o
To accomplish this the quantity of wire rope
suspended between the two terminal points will be
varied in response to the variation of separation
between these two points©
One end of the wire is attached to a power
operated reel, winch drum, in the vicinity of point
A© The other end of the wire, the free bitter end,
is attached at point B.
For illustrative purposes, consider point A to
be at a fixed point while point B moves* (This is
only a manner of viewing this situation, the important
matter is not which point moves, but that there is
relative motion betv/een these points and that the
distance between these two points varies.) See figure 3«
In figure 3(a), as an initial condition, assume
that the wire rope segment suspended betv/een the winch
drum at A, and the point B has a length L and that
the tension corresponding to the length L of the
quantity of wire rope suspended between points A and
b is T o
In figure 3(b), point B has moved from B to
Bi and the length of the wire rope suspended betv/een
points A and B has been elongated from L to Li an
increment represented by AL« The tension in the
wire has increased from T to Tj_*

A-
In figure 3(c), point B remains at Bj_ and the
length of the wire rope segment remains L-j as in figure
3(b; However an additional quantity of wire rope,
corresponding to the increment -A L has been added by-
rotation of the winch drum in a clockwise direction©
The tension rfj_ of figure 3(h) is decreased to the
desired value TQ0
In figure 3(d) 5 point B has moved from B to
B2 (referring back to figure 3(a)) and the length of
the wire rope suspended between points A and B has
been shortened from L^ to Lp, an increment represented
by AL B The tension 111 the "v/ire has decreased from
1 Q tO 1 O O
In figure 3(e), point B remains at 63 and the
length of the wire rope segment suspended between
points A and B remains L2 as in figure 3(d)© However,
an increment of wire rope, corresponding to ^L has
been taken from the quantity of wire rope suspended
between the points A and B by rotation of the winch
drum in a counter clockwise direction© The tension T,
of figure 3(d) is increased to the desired value T 2
1
Examination of figure 4 shows three items
which influence tension T in the wire rope segment
between points A and B©
These three items are:
(a)^ Movement of point A, x
(b) Movement of point B, y
(c) Rotation of the winch drum, z
For convenience, consider these items to be
positive if they tend to increase the tension load
T of the wire. Thus:
x is positive if A moves to the left©
y is positive if B moves to the righto
z is positive if the winch drum rotates
counter clockwise* Consider z to be the movement
of the wire caused by the rotation of the winch drum©
If the v/ire rope is initially placed between
points A and B in a manner as illustrated in figure 4
with a resultant tension T © Then points A and B move and
the v/inch drum rotates the resultant change of tension
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Considering time:
K-Kx+y- + 5 (4)
Ideally, if T is to be held constant:
The quantity £ + $"£ may be split into
two sub-quantities readily identifiable with replenish-
at~sea©
Sub-quantity x ^ y is the separation variation
between the terminal or suspension points of the replenish-
at-sea rig 6 This sub-quantity itself is the sum of the
movements (velocities) of the rig suspension point at
each replenishing ship, x is #predominantly due to the roll
of the delivering ship while y is predominantly due to the
roll of the receiving ship as illustrated in figure 5»
Sub-qusntity z is the rotation (peripheral
velocity) o*f the winch drum*
To maintain constant tension, equation (5) should
be continuously satisfied during the replenishment~at~
sea operation^ Thus sub«quantity x + y is the dis-
turbance while sub-quantity 2 is the correctional
response intended to maintain the tension constant©
Because 2 follows x + y it is not possible to
maintain the value of tension T ideally constant; it
should be possible to maintain the tension within close
tolerances however*
The arrangement shown in figure 5 serves to
illustrate the manner in which tension is to be con-
trolledo However, the method of transferring cargo from
ship to ship while simultaneously controlling tension
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For initial il3.ustra.tive purposes, referring
back to figure 5; suppose that the bitter end of the
wire rope shown in figure 5 is detached from point B
and attached to a cargo load© In addition a winch drum
is placed aboard the receiving ship in the vicinity of
point Bo An additional quantity of wire rope is at-
tached to the winch drum at point B; the bitter end
of this added quantity of wire rope is attached to
the cargo load. The resulting rig configuration is
shown in figure 60
Consider the cargo to be weightless for
initial explanatory purposes*
Referring back to equations (4) and (5), note
that the following substitution can be made and that
these basic relationships remain applicable:
z za r zb (6)
where:
za is positive if the winch drum at A rotates
counterclockwise.
Zfc is positive if the winch drum at B rotates
clockwise
o
Equations (4) and (5), rewritten are:
KT- x'+y-i- 2^+ 2^ (7)
Note also that the position of the cargo
is related to za and z^« With initial conditions
that za * v/hen the cargo is at point A and z^ e
when the cargo is at point B the following relation-
ships apply:
a « ~sa (9)
b s „st> (10)
with
a distance from point A to the cargo.

A-9
b ~ distance from point B to the cargo©
The reason for the minus signs is due to the
convention established through which Za ar^l &q are
positive if they result from rotation of the winch




za ~ ~a represents the velocity of the cargo
toward point A, the delivering ship*
£^j a ~b represents the velocity of the cargo
toward point B, the receiving ship*
If x s f s or if x 4 f and tension T is
maintained constant, equation (£*) can be reduced to:
* zb (11)
The conditions established by equation (11)
represent pure transfer of a weightless load from A to
B or B to A without tension change*
Thus to transfer the cargo load the winch drums
are rotated in the same directions, both clockwise or
both counter clockwise, as depicted in figure ?•
Up to this point the cargo has been ideally con-
sidered weightless* Now consider that the cargo
realistically has weightc It is apparent that tension
T now serves the useful purpose of suspending the
cargo in space. With this the practical limitations
of tension T evolve, thus:
Tension T must be of a sufficient quantity to
safely suspend the cargo load clear of the ship structure
and clear of the sea during the transfer of a cargo load
from ship to ship but the tension T must also be kept
sufficiently low so "that no hazard of parting (tensile
failure) of the wire rope exists©
Figure & is a free body diagram illustrating how



















W = Load weight, lbs,
Ta s Tension, wire rope segment a,
Tb - Tension, wire rope segment b.
0^ s Angle of wire rope segment a from
horizontal*.
Gg « Angle of wire rope segment b from
horizontal*,
Note that the tension Ta does not normally equal
the tension T^. By limiting the weight carried, the re-
quired valuer of Ta and Tj~, are nearly equal© Expressed
mathematically
;
T -* T7 -*- T" *s -^ ->- (H)
Y/here T s the desired mean value of tension*-
Considering cargo weight, figure 7 is redrawn;
see figure 9*
The most desirable manner of controlling the
movement of the cargo load is that this movement be
controlled with reference to the delivering ship, point
A, while the cargo load is in the vicinity of the
delivering ship and with reference to the receiving ship,
point B, while the cargo load is in the vicinity of the
receiving ship. During the portion of the cargo transit,
in which the cargo load is sufficiently clear of both
ships it is immaterial whether the cargo movement is con-




Contro1 _of cargo movement relative to the delivering
ship (point aQ_ The v?inch drum aboard the delivering ship,
at point A, is rotated corresponding to the speed at which
it is desired to move the cargo relative to A; the winch
drum aboard the receiving ship, at point B, is rotated as
necessary to maintain constant tension, T s constant©
Control of cargo movement relative to the receiving
ship ( point *"BT? The winch drum aboard the receiving ship,
at point B, is rotated corresponding to the speed at
In figure 10 the arrangement shown in figure 9 has
been modified principally by moving the winch drum which
was shown aboard the receiving ship, figure 9, to the
delivering ship as shown. At B is placed a sheave (roller
or pulley,}* The wire rope segment extending from the
cargo toward the receiving ship is led througn a 160°
bend about the sheave at the receiving ship and returns to
the cargo where it passes under a sheave located above
the cargo load and the attachment points of the wire rope
segments to the load supporting trolley. From the trolley
this wire rope segment continues over a fairload sheave
to the second winch drum now located aboard the delivering
ship. An additional fairlead sheave has also been placed
aboard the delivering ship to support the wire rope
segmemt from the winch drum which was initially aboard
the delivering ship to the cargo trolley. Point A is
now defined as the location of the fairlead sheaves
aboard the delivering ship and essentially is the point
aboard the delivering ship from which the cargo transfer
rig, extending toward the receiving ship, is suspended.
For convention, the wire rope quantity wound
about winch drum (1), led over the lower fairlead sheave
at point A and attached to the trolley on the left side
as depicted in figure 10 is called the INBOARD WHIP, (the
inboard whip is also indicated by tension designation T
ftin figure 10) c The wire rope quantity wound about x*/inch
drum (2) led over the upper fairlead sheave, under the
trolley sheave, about the housefall sheave at point B and
back to the trolley where it is attached to the right side
of the trolley as depicted in figure 10 is called the
TRANSFER WHIP, (the transfer whip is indicated by tension
designation T^ in figure 10).
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The replenishment-at-sea rig shown in figure 10
with the use of tensioning control is called the
TENSIONED MODIFIED HOUSEFALL rig.
From a control and operational viewpoint the
Tensioned Modified Housefall rig has two major advantages
has compared to the replenishment~at~ sea rig shown
in figure 9 (Tensioned Burtoning)*
1* V/ith both winch drums aboard the delivering
ship, simultaneous control and drive of these two winch
drums are greatly facilitated as compared to the arrange-
ment depicted in figure 9 where one winch drum is located
on each ship*
2* V/ith. both winch drums aboard the delivering ship
the requiremsnt to place a winch drum aboard the receiving
ship is eliminated* Therefore a great economy results
relative to the incorporation of the Tensioned Modified
Housefall replenishment-at-sea method* Only the
delivering ships, with a primary mission of replenishment-
at~sea, require extensive installations* Thus any ship
is a potential "receiving ship*" (The designation
"receiving ship" specifies the normal role of the ship
not configured to be the "delivering ship", cargo flow can
be in either direction
)
The matter of placing the cargo upon the trolley
at the delivering ship and removing the cargo from the
trolley at .the receiving ship is dependent upon other
machinery* At this point, accept the fact that it is
possible to load or unload cargo to or from the trolley
at either ship*
Equations previously derived are modified as
necessary and rewritten below. As before, it is con-
venient to start v/ith a weightless cargo load©
For W s 0, T = Ta s IV = constant. The value of
tension T described here and depicted in figure 11 corres-
ponds to half the previous value represented in figures £
and 9 as twice as many parts of wire rope now extend
between the two ships and suspend the cargo load*
With T s Ta s Tb « Constant, with W -
2a is positive if winch drum (1) rotates counterclock-







z^ is positive if winch drum (2) rotates
counterclockwise as depicted in figure 11.
With point A as the reference point relative




Differentiating with respect to time:




a s the velocity of the trolley away from
point A, the delivering ship©
b s the velocity of the trolley away^ from
point B, the receiving ship*
As before, if x s f » or if x + y e 0,
W • and T is held constant:
za + zb
o (11)
Again: The conditions established by equation (11)
represent pure transfer of a weightless load from A to B
or B to A without tension change©
To transfer the cargo load the winch drums are
rotated in opposite directions at the same speed with
reference to figure 11*
PHASED TO :
For convenience the term "phased to" is introduced
as related tc the Tensioned Modified Housefall method of
repieni shment -at- sea •
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Phased to the Delivering Ship: Trolley
transfer is controlled relative to the delivering
ship* The velocity a is controlled* Tension cor-
rections are made in such a manner so as not to
affect &*
J^^SrLJL^^JlP^J^^SlXiBE^l^ : Trolley
transfer is coiitrolled relative to the receiving
ship* The velocity d is controlled* Tension
corrections are made in such a manner so as not
to affect d«
Figure 11 illustrates tensioning control
phased to the delivering ship with zero trolley transfer
speed, 5 s 0, is figure 11(a) the arrangement is illus-
trated with a separation s MQ » In figure 11(b) the
separation has increased by >^»M to M, e
Since the separation change -AM affects two
parts of wire rope the correction required is 2-^M.
In figure lib note that a correction has been applied
with the transfer whip, winch drum (2) e Mathematically
the separation, variation and tension correction could
be represented:





Note that the quantity ? * C- ^ J is not
altered from equation (19a) to (19b) v;hich
indicates no change in the position of the trolley as
related to point A, the delivering ship©
Figure 11 also illustrates tensioning control phased
^o the receiving ship with zero trolley transfer speed,
bod. In figure 11(a) the arrangement is illustrated with
a separation u M . In figure 11(c) the separation has
increased by /\ M to M^«

A--17
In figure 11(c) note that the correction 2AM
is applied by both the Inboard Whip and the Transfer Whip, winch
drums (1) and (2), an increment J\11 eacho Mathematically
the separation variation and tension correction could be
represented:
W~Tc*=y.±Y> *-2*,+£fc,
_./,..,.,,.., d9a)L%(j <-v^° ^\Z° _ r~ Lv" sre
sep>aral,-,0
— t^AlHCj^'*1 :^-Z:J'l Correct.' Or\









Substituting in equation (16):
Zh - ^loSL^ks





thus the relationship 2 (
s b) is preserved
from equation (19a) to (19c) which indicates no change in




The examples of tensioning control with
phasing cited above concern ideal conditions where the
trolley speed (a or 6 « 0) is zero and the cargo weight
(W s 0) is also zero* These conditions are only for
illustrative convenience* The trolley speed (a or b°) need
not be zero. Trolley movement may be zero speed (stopped),
a constant speed, a constant acceleration or any convenient
function of time* The cargo may have weight* It is still
possible to control the trolley movement related to A or
B, (i»e : phased to the delivering ship or phased to the




TENSION VARIATION AND CORRECTION
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TENSION VARIATION AND CORRECTION WITH PHASING; TENSIONED
MODIFIED HOUSE FALL
For illustrative purposes, the trolley is at a fixed location as related
to the transfer operation, the trolley is located at some point along its
movement between the replenishing ships and no control evolution is
taking place to move the trolley from one ship to the other. This discussion
concerns tension changes away from the desired value of tension, the subse~
quent action to regain the desired value of tension, and the effects of tension
discrepancy and correction to the distance of the trolley along the wire to
either of the replenishing ships.
The first portion of this discussion concerns the effect of tension
discrepancy upon the distance of the trolley along the wire to either of the
replenishing ships. The second and third portions concern the effect of
tension correction upon the distance of the trolley to either of the replenish*
ing ships dependent upon phasing. The second portion concerns tension
correction phased to the Delivering Ship. The third portion concerns tension
correction phased to the Receiving Ship. The basic rig with terminology for
this discussion is illustrated in figure A-l.
A-l Tension Discrepancy.
As transfer control operation is not included in this discussion, the only
item affecting rig tension is variation of the distance between the suspension
points of the rig. If S varies and no wire is added to or taken from the rig
the trolley does not move along the wire toward either replenishing ship.
The trolley is fixed at distance <K from the upper tangent of the Inboard
Whip fairle*ad sheave as the length of the Inboard Whip is maintained constant.
The Transfer Whip within the rig is equal to a distance x CK-\r^V The
Transfer Whip is held taut by tension and confined in its length from the
Receiving Ship to the trolley, by the structure of the trolley, parallel
to the Inboard Whip. As the trolley confines the upper part of the Transfer
Whip to the Receiving Ship and the bitter end of the Transfer Whip is attached
to the trolley, tension divides this bight of the Transfer Whip to two equiva-
lent parts each equal to V . The distance from the trolley to the replenish*
ing ships measured along the wire <X and \? , does not alter as tension
varies.
With a change in tension the trolley moves in an arc of radius Q.
centered at the upper tangent of the Inboard Whip fairlead sheave aboard
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centered at the pin of the housefall block aboard the Receiving Ship. These
are relative conditions. To visualize the relative situation it is convenient
to confine the trolley to a stationary point thus as tension changes the upper
tangent of the fair lead sheave aboard the Delivering Ship moves along an
arc of radius 0* centered at the Inboard Whip bitter end attached to the
trolley and the pin of the housefall block aboard the Receiving Ship moves
along an arc of radius* ]) centered at the approximate center point of the
trolley structure between the whips. Figure A-2 illustrates the rotation
of the rig suspension points about the trolley.
To summarize, the significant item is that tension variations from the
desired value of tension do not move the trolley along the wire toward either
replenishing ship. So long as sufficient tension is maintained to adequately
suspend the cargo load clear of replenishing ship structure and clear of the
sea, there is no hazard of collision to the cargo due to separation variation.
A-2 Tension Correction, Phased to Delivering Ship.
Figure A-3 is an exaggerated representation of the effect of tension
variations upon trolley location as related to the Delivering Ship. Trolley
location "A" is the location of the trolley when tension is at the desired valve,
Trolley location "B" is a trolley location with tension increased beyond the
desired value and trolley location "C" is a trolley location with tension
diminished below the desired value.
* A "To correct to the desired value of tension an increment c^Y. must
be added or taken from each part of the rig. With tensioning control phased
to the Delivering Ship a length of wire equal to £Ax is added to or taken
from the Transfer Whip while no change is made in the Inboard Whip. Thus
the distance (L , Delivering Ship to trolleyjis not affected by the tension
correction as the length of the Inboard Whip is unchanged. The length of
the Transfer Whip between the Delivering Ship and the trolley, parallel to
the Inboard Whip remains the same. The length of wire added to or taken
from the rig affects the portion of the rig between the trolley and the
Receiving Ship. This length is halved by the housefall block as the Transfer
Whip is in two parts between the trolley and the Receiving Ship.
Location "B" represents the condition where ship separation S has
increased theieby increasing tension. The trolley moves up along the arc
at radius O- centered at the upper tangent of the Inboard Whip fairlead
sheave aboard the Delivering Ship. A length 2AX is added to the Transfer
Whip, the desired rig tension is restored and the trolley is returned to
location "A" without the distance ©>. being altered.
Location "C" represents the condition where ship separation 3 has
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arc at radius <k. centered at the upper tangent of the Inboard Whip fairlead
sheave aboard the Delivering Ship. A length 2,&H is taken from the Transfer
Whip, the desired rig tension is restored and the trolley is returned to loca-
tion "A" without the distance 1 C- being altered.
JTigure A--4 illustrates the effects of tension corrections to the lengths
of v'cN. and ' b Y/hen phased to the Delivering Ship.
A-3 Tension Correction, Phased to Receiving Ship.
Figure A-5 is an exaggerated representation of the effect of tension
variations upon trolley location as related to the Receiving Ship. Trolley
location "A" is the location of the trolley when tension is at the desired
value. Trolley location "B" is a trolley location with tension increased
beyond the desired value, and trolley location "C" is a trolley location with
tension diminished below the desired value.
To correct to the desired va.Ve of tension an increment <£Sx must be
added or taken from each part of the rig. With tensioning control phased to
the Receiving Ship a length of wire equal to x ^ak is added to or taken from
both the Transfer Whip and the Inboard Whip. A total wire length 2./&X is
added to or taken from the rig: ^x for each whip. The Transfer Whip
between the Delivering Ship and the trolley is altered by the increment's
and similarly the Inboard Whip between the Delivering Ship and the trolley
is altered by the increment ^* . Thus the portion of the Transfer Whip
extending from the Delivering Ship to the trolley is maintained equal to the
Inboard Whip. This portion of the Transfer Whip is maintained parallel to
the I nboard Whip by the trolley structure. The trolley sheave roller and
the housefall sheave do not rotate about their own axes. The Transfer Whip
bight extending from the trolley to the housefall block at the Receiving Ship
and back to the trolley, where its bitter end is attached, is not altered. Thus
the distance P , Receiving Ship to trolley, is not affected by the tension
correction. The lengths of wire added to or taken from the rig affect the
portion of the rig between the trolley and the Delivering Ship.
* e
"
Location "B" represents the condition where ship separation o has
increased thereby increasing tension. The trolley moves up along the arc
at radius p centered at the pin of the housefall block aboard the Receiving
Ship. Two lengths /in are added: \&>c to the Transfer Whip and Ak
to the Inboard Whip. The desired rig tension is restored and the trolley
is returned to location "A" without the distance P being altered.
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decreased thereby decreasing tension. The trolley moves down alone
the arc at radius p centered e.t the pin of the housefall block aboard
the Receiving Ship. Two lengths &x are taken from the rig: "^k
from the Transfer Whip and V^X from the Inboard Whip. The desired
rie tension is restored and the trolley is returned to location "A" without
the distance I being altered.
Figure A~6 illustrates the effects of tension corrections to the lengths
*
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HOUSEFALL MODEL MARK II
(Appendix C of SEVENTH REPORT,
TOTAL LOAD CONTROL, ULTIMATE TRANSFER
RIG , * . June I963 by author)

C- 1 Objectives.
Section 4 of reference ( h) contains a development program for
the Ultimate Transfer Rig. Model Mark II corresponds to "Model
2", sub-section 4. 21Z. The purposes cited in this past report are
basically the same at this date. With only slight modification and
augmentation, they are:
C-ll To progress further toward the development of the
Ultimate Transfer Rig by providing additional familarization with
the requirements to be encountered in the design and development
of sizeable operational installations at a larger scale than previous
models permitted.
C-12 To further demonstrate the Ultimate Transfer Rig.
C-13 To meetor approach the following potential operational
capabilities*
C-131 Installation aboard Service and Combatant Ships as
an improved underway replenishment method replacing the conven-
tional Wire and Manila Highline.
C-132 Improved method of rigging and unrigging for the
Tensioned Highline method of underway replenishment pending the
installation of the large size Tensioned Modified Housefall as the
Ultimate Transfer Rig.
C-133 Tensioned Outhaul/Inhaul system for the Tensioned
Highline method of underway replenishment pending the installation
of the large size Tensioned Modified Housefall as the Ultimate
Transfer Rig.
C-134 Improved method of rigging and un-rigging for
underway fueling including probe engaging and dis -engaging.
C-135 Improved method of underway fueling hose suspension
replacing the Spanwire and Close-in rigs for fueling at sea.
C-136 After extensive testing and proven capability and
reliability: Improved method of transferring personnel at sea.
C-14 To provide an installation for test and evaluation toward
operational acceptance of the Ultimate Transfer Rig.
C-2 Initial Concept.
Section 2 of reference (d) establishes the initial potential
advance of Model Mark II. This basically is the elimination of
"the mechanical transmission components between the electric




C-31 Hydraulic C omponents. Four Vickers PVB 10 variable
axial piston pumps will be utilized in the drive transmission, two
each for tensioning and transfer flow generation. Two Washington
Scientific Industries , Incorporated Series 900 fixed rotary vane
motors will be utilized, also, in the drive transmission, one
directly driving each winch drum. The ratings of these components
are:
Vickers PVB-10 Variable Pump
Theoretical Displacement ------- 1. 29 cu in/rev
Flow _-___---_-------_- To 20 gpm; 10 gpm at
rated speed
Operating Pressure ---------- To 1500 psi
Rated Operating Pressure ------- 1000 psi
Operating Speed ------------- To 3600 rpm
Rated Operating Speed --------- 1800 rpm
Weight (dry) -------------- Approx. 29 pounds
WSI Series 900 Motor
Maximum Speed ------------ 1000 rpm
Maximum Pressure ---------- 2000 psi
Theoretical Volume ---------- 25. 4 cu in/rev
110 gpm at Max rpm
Theoretical Torque ---------- 404. 3 in lbs at 100 psi
8086 in lbs at max pres
673. 8 ft lbs at max pres
Horsepower -------------- 128. 3 at max rpm and
max pres
A Vickers PVB 5 pressure compensated variable axial piston
pump will be utilized as a servo control source for both the tension-
ing and transfer drive flow generating sub-systems. The ratings of
this pump are:
Theoretical Maximum Displacement - . 663 cu in/rev
Flow --_--___-_-_______ To 10 gpm (5 gpm at
rated speed)
Operating Pressure ----______ To 3000 psi
Rated Operating Pressure ------- 1500 psi
Pressure Compensated Range ----- 250 to 3000 psi
Operating Speed ------------ To 3600 rpm
Rated Operating Speed --------- 1800 rpm
-66^ C-^

A Vickers VV3-5C-10 pressure compensated variable vane
pump will be utilized as a replenishing source for the drive
transmission. The ratings of this pump are:
Maximum Operating Pressure ----- 1000 psi
Pressure Compensated Range ----- 200 to 1000 psi
Maximum Recommended Drive
Speed (Approx. )------------ 1800 rpm
Minimum Recommended Drive Speed - 600 rpm
Maximum Pump Delivery ------- 5 gpm
C-32 Electric Components. A 15 HP double ended motor will
be utilized to directly drive the variable pumps generating tensioning
drive flow. The name plate data for this motor is:
Marathon Electric Manufacturing Corporation
Model No. 284U-TFS-330-BB
Type TFS Frame 284U HP 15 RPM 1760
Cyc 60 PH 3 Volts 208-220/440 WDG H-28441B-3
Duty Cont. Rise 55°C End TEFC Brg Ball; Double Shaft
Two 5 HP double ended motors will also be utilized. One to
drive the variable pumps generating transfer drive flow; the other
to drive the servo control and the replenishing pumps. The name
plate data for these motors is:
Marathon Electric Manufacturing Corporation
Model No. 215~TFR-31~BB
Type TFS Frame 215 HP 5 RPM 1740
Cyc 60 PH 3 Volts 208-220/440
Duty Cont. Rise 55°C Encl T EFC Brg Ball; Double Shaft
C-4 Anticipated Capabilities and Design Evolution.
C-41 Wire . Initial operating capabilities and design evolutions
are formulated upon the use of 1/8 inch 7x19 Strand Core CRES wire
rope. The use of 1/8 inch wire rope provides the maximum available
theoretical capabilities commensurate with the utilization of readily
available facilities and rigging fixtures. With the use of this limited
size wire a more flexible rig is established, higher whip speeds are
available, and a lower hydraulic line pressure may be utilized than
if wire size were increased. It is intended that the design of the
winch assembly will permit the exchange of winch drums for a larger
wire size if later desired.
C-42 Safety Factor. Relief valve operation is based upon a 5:
1
safety factor relative to the ultimate tensile strength of 1/8 inch
7x19 Strand Core CRES wire rope.
Jh- C-J3

(1) Ultimate Breaking Strength
1/8 inch 7 x 19 Strand Core CRES wire rope 1760 lbs
(2) Relieving Tension per rig part
(1) 352 lbs
safety factor 5
(3) Relieving Tension total - 2 (parts)(2) - 704 lbs
(4) Assume nominal operating tension, total - 660 lbs
(5) Nominal operating tension per rig part - (4) 330 lbs
2
(6) Nominal operating pressure across hydraulic
motor corresponding to (5) - 800 psi
(7) Torque, each motor, at 800 psi - (6)(404.-3 in lb/100 psi
100 psi
8 (404. 3 in lb) 3234. 4 in lbs
(8) Mean working wire layer radius - (7) 9. 80 in
.
(5)
(9) Wire per coil at mean working wire layer
radius - 2yf(8) 61.61 in/rev
MF or 5. 134
ft/rev MF
(10) Variable pump revolutions at full displace-
ment required to drive fixed motor one
revolution -
Motor displacement, cu in
(Pump displacement, cu in)(pump volumetric efficiency)*
(Motor volumetric efficiency)
25. 4 - 21. 15 revs PV/
(1.29)(. 98*)(. 95*) rev MF
* Interpolated effeciencies from manufacturers' data.
(11) Fixed motor speed corresponding to full flow from
one variable pump - electric motor speed, rpm -
(IT)
1760
21. 15 - 83. 21 rpm
(12) Whip speed corresponding to full flow from
one variable pump - (9)(11) - (5. 134 ft/rev) ^
(83.21 rpm) - 427. 20fpm
(13) Maximum fixed motor speed to be encountered
due to variable pump generated hydraulic flow:
Condition : Transfer Whip only, phased to Deliver-
ing Ship, transfer at maximum speed driving in
the same direction as the simultaneous maximum
tensioning flow. Three variable pumps at max-
imum output are driving one fixed motor.
3(11) - 3(83. 21 rpm) - "249. 63 rpm

(14) Transfer whip speed corresponding to (13).
3(12)= 3(427. 20 fpm) - 1281.60 fpm
(15) Maximum tensioning drive power input -
Pres x Flow, cu in/min
efficiency, pump x efficiency, motor x 396 , 000
( 1000 psi**)(2 pumps)(1.29 cu in/rev per pump)(1760 rpm)*
(.85*)(. 88^K39oT0"00r i 5; 32 HP
(16) Maximum transfer drive power input - Condition: Transfer
drive system is operating at maximum speed, one variable
pump, (paying in) is working against a pressure of 1000 psi,
and that rig loading overhauls the paying out winch drum.
(1000 psi)(l. 29 c u in /rev)(1760 rpm )
(. 85)(. 88H39S, 000)
(tension /part, lbs)(whip spd, fpm)(e ffic. motor)(effic. pump)
33000 It lbs/min per HP
7 66 ( 330 lbs)(427. 20 fpm )(. 88)(. 85)330WlTTbl/min per HP
7.66— 3. 20 r: 4. 46 HP
(17) Relief valve setting - (2)(6) / Replen pressure
(5)
(352 lbs )(800 psi)
-f (200 psi) s 1053. 3 psi
(330 lbs)
(18) Winch drums are based upon capability of operating with a
separation of 200 feet. To insure availability of wire with
load catenary, winch drum capacity is based upon a separation
of 250 feet. A separation of 100 feet will be assumed to be
*the normal operating separation for determining the design
mean wire layer radius, (9. 80 inches (8) above) to be utilized
upon both winch drums with the trolley at the Receiving Ship.
With the trolley at the Delivering Ship, the Transfer Whip
must extend twice the capacity separation of 250 feet. To
accomodate this requirement the Transfer Whip winch drum
must have a minimum capacity of 500 feet.
As the Inboard Whip extends across the ship separation a
maximum of one part only, when the trolley is at the
Receiving Ship, the Inboard Whip winch drum must have a
minimum capacity of 250 feet.
* Interpolated efficiencies from manufacturers' data.
** 800 psi operating pressure plus 200 psi replenishing pressure.
s»~ c-s

Considering the above, wineh drum wire loadings under
several conditions are:
Wire upon winch drums
Condition: Transfer Whip Inboard Whip
A. Stowed aboard Delivering Ship 500 ft 250ft
B. Rigged, 250 ft separation:
trolley at Delivering Ship 250 ft
C. Rigged, 250 ft separation:
trolley at Receiving Ship 250 ft
D. Rigged, 100 ft separation:
trolley at Receiving Ship 400 ft 150 ft
It is desired that the Transfer Whip and Inboard Whip winch drums
have 400 ft and 150 ft (condition D) upon them with operating wire layer
radii of 9. 80 inches (8) above.
Through use of the formula (reference (f)):
L s (A -B)xAxCxF
L = capacity of drum in feet
A — Depth of wire spooled on drum
B = Barrel diameter
C = Drum width
D = Wire diameter
F = Spooling factor ~ . 262 (controlled winding)
with the stipulations specified above, the following winch drum dim-
ensions are desired:
Transfer Whip Inboard Whip
B: 1 8. 73 inches (18-3/4 inches) 1 9. 23 inches (19-1/4 inches)
C:3 inches 3 inches
2&- <Z~&

Further use of the above formula provides the following table




layers feet dia, in coil
1 118. 54 18. 85 4. 94
2 238.65 19. 10 5. 00
3 360. 34 19. 35 5. 07
4 483.60 19.60 5. 13
5 608.43 T9T85 5. 20
6 734. 83 20. 10 5. 26
7 20. 35 5. 33
Inboard Whip
pitch feet/
feet dia, in coil
121. 69 19. 35 5. 07
244. 94 19. 60 5. 13
369. 77 19. 85 5. 20
496. 17 20. 10 5. 26
624. 15 20. 35 5. 33
753. 69 20. 60 5. 40
20. 85 5. 46
Ideally the Transfer Whip winch drum should be loaded with two
more layers than the Inboard Whip winch drum when the trolley is at
the Receiving Ship; or when the rig is stowed with the trolley at the
Delivering Ship and at zero separation.
With the rig stowed aboard the Delivering Ship trolley at the
Delivering Ship, zero separation with fairleads rigged an ideal
condition would be to have four complete layers of wire plus eight
coils stowed upon the Transfer Whip winch drum and two complete
layers plus eight coils stowed upon the Inboard Whip winch drum.
With a separation of from 41. 60 feet (8 coils x 5. 20 ft/coil) to 164. 85
feet (41. 60 plus the applicable layer of either winch drum) both winch
drums will be operating at the design mean layer radius (9. 80in. )
when the trolley is at the Receiving Ship.
The winch drums are to have an overall diameter of 21-1/2
inches. For maintenance purposes, the trolley can be removed
from the rig, the whip bitter ends temporarily connected together,
and the entire length of wire required can be stowed upon either of
the winch drums with ample flange clearance.
Figures C-l through C-4 illustrate currently contemplated
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TOTAL LOAD CONTROL SYSTEM
(EIGHTH REPORT, TOTAL
LOAD CONTROL e «, . prepared December
1963 by author)©

SHILLINGER TOTAL LOAD CONTROL SYSTEM




This report has been prepared to comply with San Francisco
Naval Shipyard contract SFNS-32S0-M34-21-X. Basically this contract
requires a drawing presenting the Electrical Schematic Wiring Diagram
of the Shillinger Tensioned Modified House-fall Model Mark II along
with a detailed word description of the principles and methods of
operation of this model.
The main drawing presenting the Electrical Schematic Wiring
Diagram is figure 2 of this report. The other drawings combine
orientation, electrical, hydraulic and mechanical control features
of this model. These additional drawings are essential for an
explanation of the operation of this model,
This report supplements Appendix C of reference (a) which
contains the initial description of the contemplated Mark II model
„
Section 7 of this report summarizes the status of this
project at this time*
No attempt is made in this report to describe "phasing*1
which, in essence, is the prime justification for this project with
its capability of transferring delicate cargo, with rig simplicity
and expediency, from ship to ship at sea under adverse conditions*




(a ) S eventh Report - Total .load. .Cont ro !). . -
.
JD^lml^l'l^ms ffi.tL.Sig~*
Bushi£s_ Task 2700 - Contract
.
.|10bs_ 3,800.9 .-... Nayy_ Ca3.e„ ,34,129: by
Lt. G. L. Shillinger, Jr., June 1963.
( b ) Sixth Report - Ultimate Transfer Rig ~„Navy Qa.se 3L122
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H2V- Hydraulic Pilot Operated 2-way Valve
H3V- Hydraulic Pilot Operated 3-way Valve
MF- Hydraulic Motor, Fixed Displacement
MTEL Manual Tensioning Control Lever
MTRL Manual Transfer Control Lever




P- Pinion, Drives Spiroid Gear; 50:1 speed reduction
PHV- Phase Shift Double Hydraulic Pilot Operated 3-*ay Valve
PS- Programming Switch; Combination adjustable snap acting
switch and rotary cam assembly.
PV- Hydraulic Pump, Variable Displacement
.R- Relay






SA- Snap Acting Switch
SG- Spiroid Gear
SOL- Solenoid
SV- Servo Valve, Mechanical
SS3V- Single Solenoid 3~way Valve





] ."i D( • y lioti (Figure 1)
The Tensioned Modified Kousefall Model Mark II Winch A
has two winch (j f. urn Transfer whip er. : Whip • i
- — • —
•• — j.
...... L
these winch drums is driven dii fixed dis it low
speed high torque Irydraulic motor (MK1 F2); MFJ
Transfer Whip Winch Drum; MF2 drives the Inboard Whi i I
Hydraulic Plows to and from MF3 and Mt'2 are th i the main ma
which combines drive hydraulic flows for tensioning with phasing
transfer.
The main manifold also provides for the mounting of 21 val 1 :
2 Phase Shift Valves (PHV1 and PHY 2)
4 Relief Valves (RV1 through 4)
4 Check Valves (CV1 through 4)
1 Manually Operated 4-Way Valve (M4V1)
At the Main Manifold, bosses are provided for the following acco?-'* m
Tension sensing (from Pay-in Pressure side of MF1 to V.
matic Tensioning Control System).
Bleeding
Pr e s s ur e Gage C o nne c t .1 o 3 \ 1 1
Pressure Transducer Connections
^••2 Ten^ipj^in^^Flow ^fjiej^ation
The Tensioning Flow Generator consists of an electric motor
(EMI) and two hydraulic variable pumps (FVi and PV2) . The ess pumps
are driven at exactly the save speed as they are coupled directly
to a common shaft. The stroking /. ' i for h a piraj i r-c




nPV1 is always theoretically equal to the flow from PV2.
from the two pumps are in the same direction to the main manifold.
The flow from PV1 always drives MF1. The flow from PV2 6r^Y^:,
either MF1 or MF2 depending upon phasing:
1.21 Phased to Delivering Ship
Valves PHV1 and PHV2 are in position A» Both pumps
(PV1 and PV2) drive fixed hydraulic motor MF1.
1 • 22 Phased to _R.eceiyj.ng Ship
Valves PITV1 and PHV2 are in position Bo Pump PV1




1.3 J • ;r Flow Gener;
The T] " • PlOvj Generator co d o n electric motci (E
and two hydraulic variable
:
; ( 'V3 md FVO« ; '
coupled to a common shaft aj :3 lb L: stroking ;
ically linked ^ rid synchronized such that the flo PV.3 is
always theoretically equal to the Oov; Fro i PVAo < flows
from FV3 PV4 are in opposite diru i Lens to the wain . old*
Simultaneous flows from PV3 and PV4 theoretically drive fj
hydraulic motors MF3 and MP2 at the • speed but i be
directions. PV3 drives MF] while PVA drives MF2,
^ »4 Final Drive
The flows from the tensioning flow generator and the trans
i
flow generator are integrated at the main manifold and pro] irly
distributed to MF1 and MF2 , Tensioning correction with phasing
and transfer occur simultaneously,
1 • 5 AurfJUUH?ies
Electric Motor EM3 drives pressure compensated variable pumps
(PV5 and PV6) bo provide Servo Centre] (FV5) and Hydraulic
Replenishment (PV6) sources.
1 • 5 -1 Servo Pump
PY.5 provides source pressure for phase shifting,
operation of the tensioning control system, operation of
the transfer control syste • u operation of the sliding
block. Detailed descriptions of the ot Ions of i I ."
systems will appear in subsequent paragraphs
1 c 5 2 He i5l en i s hmen t Pu i '
6 provides make-up flow to the main drive transmission
tain hydraulic tightness. Replenishment flovj is fro;
PV
to rnain a.
PV6 through CV(S)1,2,3 and/or I, to the main drive hydraulic
lines. Flow from PV6 is also used to disengage spring sot
brakes as further described below.
1.53 Brakes
Spring set brakes are provided for each of the winch
drums and for the sliding block drive:
Bftl Transfer Whip Winch Drum
BR2 Inboard Whip Winch Drum
BR3 .Sliding Block Drive
Manually operated levers are provided for releasing brakes




FAIL SaFI.' (Figures 1 through 6)
Fail safe featurs? include the following:
2.] S£rinj : I Srakes: Th< I i k a? Bill , 'R? an,l BH3 • •
spring force and ar hydrauli all] r leased by re-j ; ' dri ' y~t
•
pi"i ssure. Hand release levers are also , ' bra]
may L-"j ?iam illy released in tin ev -nt that they lock due to a
hydrau] ic faiii
.
For the entire duration of the rceplenishn it- •' Oj ration,
the winch drum b: rdces BR1 and BK2 are normally held dison? *ged by
hydraulic pressure.
To avoid pai , rires following a hydraulic failure, bra]
PR1 and BR2 should be designed to slip with a sufficient safety
factor to prohibit increasing tension fro -a building to ..Ire breaki
strength.
The brakes are also dependent upon the availability cf hvdraulic
servo pressure for their operation. The spool of valve Hub"! is
spring set to position :\ which isolates and drains th-j V' ": .
With servo pressure available the spoo.1 of valve K.3VJ is pilot
shifted to position B thereby permit/tins: replenishment; iiressurs bo
release the winch drum brakes, BR'J and BR2, and provide nc an op- •-
ating pressure source for the sliding Hock brake, BR3«
2*2 Control linkages sprii ]> ' t_o
_
rv's The rol link-
ages stroking the tensioning variable pumps PV1 end PV2, and th
transfer variable pumps PV3 end F '••' ;
!
• sre spring loaded to theii
center or "stop* positions. The A. and D ends of the tensioning
and transfer .control actuators CA1 and Cad are connected through
valves H2V1 end H2V2 > peetively. The spools of valves K2V1
K2V2 are spring loaded to positions A which permits free flow cf
hydraulic fluid from one end oi" the control actuator, CA] and C ;-/2,
to the other end of the same control actuator. VJhen servo pressure
is available the spools of valves H2V1 and H2V2 are pilot shifted
by servo pressure from "spring loaded positions A to positions ii
thereby blocking the hydraulic short circuit between the ends of
each control actuator.
- In the event of loss of hydraulic servo pressure the spools
of valves H2V1 and H2V2 spring from operating positions B to spring
loaded positions A thereby short circuiting the control actuators
CA1 and CA2. The spring loading forces the control linkages to
their center or "stop" positions thus stopping the hydrau] ic flows





2«3 Electric co ntrol power essential. Electric control ; . r is;
essential for the control systems to operate as these syste
include solenoid operated valves Valve SS3V1 isolates the con-
trol systems from the s ervo pressure source in the event of
failure of electric power to the control systems The spool of
valve SS3V1 is spring loaded to position A thereby isolating
and draining the hydraulic lines of the control systems e When
electric control power is available solenoid SOLI, electric cir-
cuit branch Di, is energized shifting the spool of valve SS3V1
from spring loaded position A to position B thus permitting servo
hydraulic flow to the control systems.
In the following descriptions concerning the electric-
hydraulic sequences for phase shifting;, tensioning , stop
correcting, transfer control and sliding block systems; the fail
safe features described above will not be referred to. Although
the fail safe features are important they do not contribute to
the operation of the systems described below beyond the extent
already stated above Thus the descriptions of electric hydraulic
sequences which follow are dependent upon the existence of adequate
control electric and hydraulic servo and replenishing supply
sources
.
PHASE SHIFT (Figures 1 through U)
The phase shift occurs during both manual and automatic
operation of the transfer system. The phase shift occurs auto-
matically at a fixed position of the trolley with respect to the
delivering ship. The point at which the phase shift occurs is
dictated by the transfer sensor, Programming switch PS1 opens
or closes to initiate the phase shift. As the trolley moves away
from the delivering ship the inboard whip is paid out from its
winch drum. ^ As the inboard whip winch drum rotates it also rotates
flexible shaft FS1 which directly d rives pinion PI further driving
spiroid gear SGI rotating the earn of programming switch FS1. The
fepeed reduction through the pinion and spiroid gear is 50:1, thus
one rotation of the cam of programming switch PS1 corresponds to
less than 250 feet of travel of the trolley from the delivering
ship. The cam and switch of programming switch PS1 are set to
operate as the trolley passes through Point I, a fixed distance
from the delivering ship.
Considering the three dimensional aspect this point is any
point on a spherical surface with the .-.c-enter for this."- spherical
surface being the upper tangent of tne Inboard whip 'fairlead
sheave
The sequence of operations associated with the phase shift
are
:
With the trolley enroute from its initial position at the
delivering ship (zero distance from the delivering ship):

In the vicinity of the delivering ship, during the :•
transfer of the trolley toward the receiving ship, tensioning
is phased to the delivering ship..
PS1 is open, electric circuit branch D2 is broken and solenoid
S0L2 is not energized: valve SS4V1 is in its spring loaded
position A. Pilot pressure through valve SS4V1 is to the A end
of valves PKV1 and PHV2. The pilot line to the B end of valves
PHV1 and PHV2 is drained through valve SS4V1, with valves PKV1 and
PHV2 in position A, Thus the hydraulic flow generated by tension-
ing variable pump PV2 serves fixed hydraulic motor MF1 which drives





drive the transfer whip winch drum and
tensioning corrections are made without affecting the position of
the trolley relative to the delivering ship
When the trolley reaches point I (as the trolley moves away
from the delivering ship) programming switch PS1 closes completing
the electric circuit branch D2 thereby energizing S0L2s valve
SS4V1 is shifted from position A to B s Through valve SS4V1 pilot
pressure now flows to ends B of valves PHV1 and PHV2 while ends A
are drained. Valves PHV1 and PHV2 shift from position A to
position B 9 Tensioning variable pump PV2 now serves fixed, hydraulic
motor MF2 which drives the inboard whip winch drum. With PS1 closed
each of the tensioning variable pumps drives a winch drum and
tensioning corrections are made without affecting the position of
the trolley relative to the receiving snip,,
As the trolley passes through point I on its return towards
the delivering ship, programming switch PS1 is opened de-energizing
.solenoid S0L2 o Valve SS4V1 is shifted from position B to spring
loaded position A. In a manner similar to that described above
but opposite, phasing is thus shifted from the receiving ship to
the delivering ship as the trolley approaches the delivering ship*
TENSIONING (Figures 1 through 5)
k e ^ Manual Operation
4.11 Place operator switch 0S1 in "Manual" (open) position.
Electric circuit branch D3 is broken, therefore solenoids
S0L3, S0L4 and S0L5 are not energizedo Valves SS3V2, SS3V3
and SS3V4 have their spools in spring loaded positions A,
'With the spool of valve SS3V2 in position A return hydraulic
flow is from servo valve SV1 while return flow from servo
valve SV2 is blocked » Valves SS3V3 and SS3V4 permit flow
through servo valve SV1 to and from the tensioning control
actuator CA1 while isolating servo valve SV2„
4«12 To M£ay__out " t Manually move manual tensioning control
lever MTEL in ,TJ?ay__cut" direction. Through a mechanical
linkage with suitable reduction the spool of servo valve




flow through ssrvo valve SV1 and SS3V3 to : A of
control actuator CAi, The B end of the tensioning control
actuator CAI drains through valve SS3V4, servo valve SVi and
valve 53S3V2 to the reservoir » The; rod of the tensioning con-
trol actuator CAI moves in the "pay out" direction si:
taineously stroking tensioning variable pumps PVi and FV2
The sleeve of servo valve SVi is also positioned by movement
of the rod of the tensioning control actuator CAlo As the
rod of the tensioning control actuator CAi approaches the
**r> ;. l
position dictated by operator displacement of the manual
tensioning control lever MTEL
S
the hydraulic flow to and
from the tensioning control actuator- CAi is nullified o The
final response position of the control actuator CAI rod, the
tensioning drive hydraulic flow and the resultant payout
speed of fixed hydraulic motor MF1 if phased to the deliver-
ing ship or of fixed hydraulic motors MFI and MF2 if phased
to the receiving ship, correspond to the operator displace-
.
ment of the manual tensioning control lever MTEL,
4»13 To "pay lnn s Manually move manual tensioning control
lever MTEL in !spay in n direction The spool of servo valve
SVI is also moved toward direction B c Hydraulic flow
through servo valve SVI and valve SS3V4 is to the B end of
the tensioning control actuator CAlo The A end of the
tensioning control actuator CAI is drained through valve
SS3V3, servo valve SVI and valve SS3V2 to the reservoir.
The rod of the tensioning control actuator CAI moves in the
"pay in ,T direction simultaneously stroking tensioning variable
pumps PVI and PV2. The sleeve of s ervo valve SVI is also
positioned by movement of the rod of the tensioning control
actuator CAlo As the rod of the tensioning control actuator
CAi approaches the position dictated by operator displacement
of the 'manual tensioning control lever MTELj the hydraulic
flow to and from the tensioning control actuator CAI is nulli-
fied. The final response position of the control actuator
CAI rod and the resultant pay in speed correspond to the
operator displacement of the manual tensioning control lever
MTEL.
4.2 Operation of Inboard Whip Winch Drum Alone
The main hydraulic drive transmission does not provide any
means of operating the Inboard Whip winch drum only. For limited
purposes
s
such as placing wire upon or removing wire from the
Inboard Whip winch d r.m
3
a means of driving fixed hydraulic motor
MF2 alone at limited capacity is provided,
4o21 To operate Inboard Whip winch drum alone, manually
shift Transfer Whip bypass valve M4V1 from position A to
position Bo Through manipulation of the manual transfer
control lever MTRL the Inboard Whip winch drum may be
rotated alone at limited speeds.

JO 1
With the shift of the Tra p bypa: . vi
from position A tc position B, flow from the replenish
system through valve M4V1 : ,3 the spool of valve H3V2
from its spring loaded position A to position B by pilot
operation,, The Transfer Whip winch dram brake BRi is then
drained through valve H3V2 to the reservoir The Transfer
Whip winch drum b rake BRi is then applied by spring action
Simultaneously
?
through the Transfer Whip bypass valve M4V1
the pay -In and pay-out sides of fixed hydra ul.. tor MF1
are cross connected., Thus with valve M4V1 In po: on B
fixed hydraulic motor MF1 is short circuited and the spring
set brajke BRI is applied to the Transfer Whip winch drum.
With manipulation of the manual transfer control lever
MTRL only" fixed hydraulic motor MF2, driving the inboard
Whip winch drum, will be operated
4 • 2 2 To restore to normal operating conditijons , ma nua 1ly
shift Transfer Whip bypass valve M4V1 from position B to
position A. The pilot line to valve H3V2 is now isolated
from the replenishing pressure by the spool of valve M4V1<>
Thus the pilot to valve K3V2 drains and valve H3V2 shifts
from position B to its spring loaded position A Flow from
the replenishing supply now hydraulically releases the
Transfer Whip winch drum brake BRI. With the spool of the
Transfer Whip bypass valve M4V1 in position A, the cross
connection between pay-In and. pay-out sides of fixed
hydraulic motor MFI is blocked o Thus the winch assembly
is now restored for normal Tensioned Modified Housefail
operation,




4°31 Place operator switch 0S1 in "Automatic" (closed)
position, electric circuit branch D3 is completed Solenoids
S0L3j S0L4 and SOL5 are energized, The spools of valves
SS3V2
p
SS3V3 and SS3V4 are shifted from their spring loaded
positions A to positions Be The spool 01 valve SS3V2 now
permits servo valve SV2 to drain while the return flow from
servo valve SV1 is blocked „ The spools of v alves SS3V3 and
SS3V4 permit flow through servo valve SV2 to and from the
tensioning control actuator CA1 while isolating servo valve
SV1,
4*32 If tension is at desired value" The spool of servo
valve SV2 Is located at its central position producing
balanced flow tc both ends of the tensioning control actuator
CA1 through valves SS3V3 and SS3V4; theoretically zero
hydraulic flow to both ends of the tensioning control actuator
CAi. The strokes of tensioning variable pumps FV1 and PV2
are at the zero flow center position. The spool of servo
valve SV2 is positioned by spring force opposed by the
hydraulic force produced by the pressure of the pay in side of
the fixed hydraulic motor MFI at differential actuator DAlo

h o33 As^^dj rci l_luT" : ' r:.^: tension:, Pressi
pay in side of fixed hydraulic motor MFi increases cans
the pisfcn rod of differential actuator DAi to move
direction Ao The spool of servo v . 2 is moved in
direction A by the greater force of the piston of di
ential actuator DAI against spring compression, duo to the
increased pressure at the pay in side of the fixed hydraulic
motor MFI Servo hydraulic flow is ec tab'. I through
servo valve SV2 and valve SS3V to end A of the tensioning
control actuator CAi, The B end of the tensioning control
actuator CA1 drains through valve SS3V4, servo valve SV2
and valve SS3V2 to the reservoir o The rod of the tensioning
contro] actuator CA1 moves in the T? pay out" direction simul-
taneously stroking tensioning variable pumps PY1 and PV2o
.The sleeve of servo valve SV2 is also positioned by movement
of the rod of the tensioning control actuator CA1. As the
rod of the tensioning control actuator' GA1 approaches the
position dictated by the rig tension, the hydraulic flow to
and from the tensioning control actuator CA1 is nullified
.
The final response position of the control actuator CA1 rod
and the resultant pay cut speed correspond to the quantity
of tension discrepancy above the desired value of tension.
4<>34 As disturbances...decrease rig tension: Pressure in pay
in side of fixed hydraulic motor MFI decreases causing the
piston rod of differential actuator DAI to move toward
direction B„ The spool of servo valve SV2 is moved in
direction B by the greater force of the spring against the
piston of differential actuator DAI, due to the decreased
pressure at the pay in side of the fixed hydraulic motor MFI.
Servo hydraulic flow is established through servo valve 5V2
and valve SS4V to end B of the tensioning control actuator
CAlo The A end of the tensioning control actuator CA1 drains
through valve SS3V3, servo valve SV2 and valve SS3V2 to the
reservoir^ The rod of the tensioning control actuator CA1
moves in the n pay in Tr direction simultaneously stroking
tensioning variable pumps PV1 and ?V2. The sleeve of the
servo valve SV2 is also positioned by movement of the rod
of the tensioning control actuator CA1 . As th'ev4r%e ; of-- the
tensioning control actuator CA1 approaches the position
dictated by the rig tension, the hydraulic flow to and from
the tensioning control actuator CA1 is nullified „ The
final response position of the control actuator CA1 rod and
the resultant pay in speed correspond to the quantity of
tension discrepancy below the desired value of tension,
5. TRANSFER .(Figures 1 through 4)
5 . 1 Transfer Sensor
5.11 The transfer sensor receives mechanical inputs from
the winch drums „ Revolutions of each of the winch drums
are transmitted to the transfer sensor by flexible shafts
FSi and FS2* With these inputs the transfer sensor basically
determines the movement of the trolley for control and indi-
cator applications • "Position'* of the trolley for purposes
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of this description is the distance between the trolley and
one of the replenishing ships as measured along the rig wires
The position of the trolley relative to the delivering
ship is obtained from the revolutions of the Inboard Whip
winch drum,
The position of the trolley relative to the receiving
ship is obtained as the difference between the revolutions
of the Transfer Whip winch drum and the Inboard Whip winch
drum.
s
Through cam and programming arrangements the Transfer
ensor accomplishes the following control evolutions:
For both Manual and Automatic Tensioning and Transfer
Drive
;
5 » 111 Performs the initial switch evolution to s hi ft
phasing at the proper location of the trolley during
its transfer travel e
5oll.2 Stop correction. With the manual transfer
control lever MTRL in the stop (vertical center)
position and when in automatic transfer control with
switch 0S3 in the stop position. The transfer sensor
detects unwanted movement of the trolley relative to
the particular ship to which the system is phased,
5*113 During automatic transfer control , t he t ra ns fer
sensor dictates the location at which the trolley star 1
its deceleration preparatory to the landing of the
trolley at the ship toward which the trolley is moving
The control outputs from the transfer sensor are
electrical signals produced by the opening or closing
of cam operated programming switches FSi through 5«
Additional details of the operation of the transfer
sensor will be included in the description of appli-
cable portions of the system which are dependent upon
the transfer sensor
5ol2 Remote indication: Synchro transmitters TX1 and TX2
provide synchro signals for remote indication of trolley
position o A dial driven by a synchro receiver wired to
Synchro transmitter TX1 indicates the distance between the
trolley and the delivering ship*, A similar arrangement
utilizing synchro transmitter TX2 provides an indication of
the distance from the trolley to the receiving ship
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5 ° 2 Manual Opera tion
5 o 21 Control Operator1 Inputs
5*211 Operator places switch 0S2 in "Manual" position.
Solenoids S0L6 and SOL? are not energized as electric
circuit branch D4 is open. Branch FH is open. Val"
SS3V5 and SS3V6 thus have their spools in spring set
positions A permitting flow to and from servo valve
SV3 through valves SS3V5 and SS3V6 to and .from the
transfer control actuator CA2 while isolating DSV2.
Farther details of the electrical circuitry involved
will follow.
5.212 To "Deliver," (Move trolley toward receiving
ship)
s
operator moves manual control lever MTRL in
"deliver" direction. Through A mechanical linkage with
suitable reduction the spool of servo valve 3V3 is also
moved toward direction A establishing hydraulic flow
through servo valve SV3 and valves SS3V5 to end A of
transfer control actuator of CA2. Hydraulic oil from
the B end of the transfer control a ctuator of CA2 flows
to the reservoir through valve SS3V6 and servo valve
SV3. The rod of control, actuator CA2 moves simul-
taneously stroking transfer variable pumps PV3 and
PV4. The sleeve of servo valve SV3 is also positioned
by movement of the rod of control actuator CA2 as the
rod of transfer control actuator CA2 approaches the
dictated position. The flow to and from the transfer
control actuator CA2 is nullified. The final
response position of the transfer control actuator
CA2 rod and the resultant transfer drive flow corre-
sponds to the manual transfer control lever MTRL dis-
placement by operator
o
5.213 To "Return ." (move trolley toward delivering
ship) similar to paragraph 2 above but the manual
transfer control lever MTRL is moved in "return"
direction. System responds in opposite direction.
The final response position of CA2 rod and the
resultant transfer drive flow corresponds to the
manual transfer control lever MTRL displacement by
operator.
5°3 Stop Correction (Figures 2 and 4)
5.31 The purpose of the stop correction feature is to
provide the capability of stopping the trolley at any
arbitrary intermediate point between the replenishing
ships. Ideally this correction should not be required.
The inclusion of this feature is to compensate for
differences in the volumetric efficiencies among the
major hydraulic drive components.

JD II
Through the transfer sensor uncles : movement of
the trolley is detected Corrective act: on consists of
automotic adjustment of the neural •stop) position cf
transfer control linkage
5-32 Operation
The stop correction system is operable when:
5o321 In Manual Transfer C ont
r
o 1 Operator switch
0S2 is in "manual" position and the manual transfer
control lever MTRL is in its "stop" position.
5 <> 3 2 2 In Automati c Transfer Control : Operator swi t c
h
0S2 is in "Auto" position, operator switch OS 3 is
in "stop" position , and the transfer control linkage
is at or near its center position with normally
closed snap acting switches SA3 and SA5 held open.
5*33 in Manual Transfer Control, the electrical circuit
branch D4 from F to K is completed by 0S2 in "manual"
position and snap acting switch\SAl being closed. Snap
acting switch SA1 is closed when the manual transfer
control lever MTRL is at (or in close proximity) of the
"Stop" position, From T to ground DoC. current, flows
through branch TI with relay operated contacts RC26 in
their normally closed position.
5.34 In Automatic Tran s fer Control , the e1e c tri c a
I
circuit branch D4 from F to K is completed by 0S2 in
"Automatic" position with relay operated contacts RC24
in their relay operated closed position and relay
operated contacts, RC 51 and RC 6l in their normally
closed position.
From T to ground DoC. current flows through branch
T2 with relay operated contacts RC 25 in. their relay
operated closed position and relay operated contacts
RC 52 and RC 62 in their normally closed position.
D.Cc electric current flows from P through electric
circuit branch PI if relay Rl is not energized or through
electric circuit branch P2 if relay Ri is energized
thence through branch Tl if in "Manual" or branch T2 if
in "Automatic" to ground.
5 °35 Phasing . Energization of relay Rl is dependent
upon phasing.
5.351 If phased to the d elivering ship, programming
switch PSI is open and no current flows through
electric circuit branch D2. Relay Rl is not ener-
gized" relay operated contacts RC11 are closed
while relay operated contacts RC12 are open. Hence
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electric circuit branch PI is closed while brastch P2
is note Clutch CL1 is engaged therefore the cams of
programming switches PS2 and PS3 are driven through
gears by flexible shaft FS1 from the Inboard Whip
winch drum.
Cams of programming switches PS2 and PS3 are
spring loaded (on the shaft) to an open neutral
position. If the Inboard Whip winch dram rotates,
indicating movement of the trolley relative to the
delivering ship, through flexible shaft. FSi, gearing,
and engaged clutch CL1 the cams of programming
switches PS2 and PS3 are also rotated
If the trolley moves a very small distance
towards the delivering ship programming switch PS2
is closed completing the electric circuit branch
c
.Kl.
Solenoid. SOL Sis energized. „ The spool 'of1 valve DSVI
is shifted from its spring loaded center position A
to position B. Hydraulic flow through valve D3V1
to the A end and from the B end of stop correction
control actuator CA3 advances the rod of CA3 to
stroke simultaneously variable pumps PV3 and PV4 to
"Deliver "
As the trolley moves away from the delivering
ship 5, the cam of programming switch PS2 is rotated
in the opposite direction. As the trolley reaches
its desired position (the position desired when the





.PS2 is opened • Solenoid SOLS is energized
and the spool of valve DSV1 returns to spring
loaded center position A blocking all valve ports
at that valve.
If the trolley moves a very small distance
away from the delivering ship, a similar sequence
of events occurs ultimately adjusting the stroke
of transfer variable pumps PV3 and PV4 to return the
trolley toward the delivering ship , a slight amount
„
PS3 is closed 3 solenoid S0L9 is energized shifting
the spool of valve DSV1 to position C, with resul-
tant hydraulic flow to the B end and from the A
end of control actuator CA3<> Thus the strokes of
transfer variable pumps PV3 and FV4 are simultaneously
adjusted toward the return direction,.
5*352 If phased to the re ceiving ship , programmin
g
switch PS1 is closed and current flows through
electric circuit branch D2„ Relay Rl is energized:
relay operated contacts RC11 are open while relay
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operated contacts RC12 are closed. Hence branch P2
is closed while branch PI is open. Clutch CL2 is
engaged therefore the cams of prog •' ij .. fc
PS 2 and PS3 are driven through gears by the cross
shaft of the differential. Tins shaft, as further-
explained below, rotates as the trolley position
changer—as related to the receiving ship.
The stop correction system operates in a manner
similar to thai described above but with the stepped
I
Ltion of the trolley related to the receiving
ship instead of the delivering ship. If movement
of the trolley toward the receiving snip is detected
programming switch PS3 is closed; if movement of the
trolley away from the receiving ship is detected,
programming switch PS2 is closed.
5 • 4 Automatic Transfer Control
5 o 4-1 Place operator switch OS 2 in "Automatic" pool tion
allowing current flow in electric circuit branch D4 from
F to H. Solenoids S0L6 and SOL?, electric circuit branch
H2, are energized. Valves SS3V5 and SS3V6 have their spools
shifted from spring loaded positions A to positions B
permitting flow to and from valve DSV2 through valves SS3V5
and SS3V6 while isolating servo valve SV3°
i
5*42 To "Stag," place operator switch 0S3 in "Step"
position (this switch is spring leaded to "stop" position
and held in "Deliver" or "Return" positions by energized
solenoids SOLA or SOLE respectively). With operator switch
0S3 S-'-ft the "Stop" position current flows through electric
circuit branch H31 energizing relay R2. Energization of
relay R2 closes relay operated contacts RC21 through 25 and
opens relay operated contacts RC26 through 28.
Control response will depend upon the position of the
t.ransfer contro l linkage at the time atwhie^
0S3 is shifted to the "Stop" positio n.
5.421 If the transfer control linkage is at or near
its center "Stop " position, normally closed snap
acting switches SA3 and SA5 will be held open by cam
surfaces on the transfer control linkage. Electrical
branches I and II are broken i there is no current
flow through relays R5 and R6 or solenoids S0L10 or
S0L11. The normally closed relay contacts RC51, 52,
61 and 62 are closed. Thus electric circuit branch
D4 is closed to point K and electric circuit branch T2
is also closed. The preceding description of the
stop correction system applies.

5 ° 422 If the transfer contrGi linkage is disp]
frow^^A.."^6 "Deliver" direction at the tiim Lcb
operator switch 0S3 is shifted to the "Stop" position,
snap acting switch SA.3 is disengaged from its cam and
is in the normally closed position. Current flews
through electric circuit branch I e; sing relay R5
and solenoid SOilio Normally closed relay operated
contacts RC51 and 52 are opened by relay R5 tl : y-r
prohibiting operation of the stop correction system.
Energization of solenoid S0L11 shifts the spool of
valve DSV2 to Decision C. Servo hydraulic flow
through valves DSV2 and SS3V6 to the B end of transfer
control actuator CA2 moves the rod of control
actuator CA2 wish the transfer control linkage in
the "Return" direction „ The A end of transfer control
actuator CA2 is drained through valves SS3V5 and DSY2
and restriction RE2, which impedes the return flow
thus limiting trolley deceleration to 12 fps . As
the transfer control linkage reaches its center "stop"
position, normally closed snap acting; switch SA3 is
engaged by its cam and opened discontinuing current
flow through branch I. Relay R5 and solenoid S0L11
are de-energized „ -The spool of valve DSV2 shifts from
position C to its spring loaded center position A
thereby blocking hydraulic flow to and from the trans-
fer control actuator CA2 Q Relay operated contacts
RC51 and 52 shift to their normally closed positions
allowing current flow in branches HI and T2„ The
transfer control linkage is now at or near its center
"stop" position » The stop correction system func-
tions as described above c
5 c £23 I,f the, transfer control linkage is displaced
towards the "Return" direction at the time at which
operator switch 0S3 is shifted to the "scop" position,
snap acting switdh SA5 is disengaged from its cam and
is in the normally closed position. Current through
branch II energizes relay R6 and solenoid S0L10.
Energization of relay R6 opens relay operated contacts
RC61 and 62 prohibiting operation of the stop correction
system. Energization of solenoid S0L10 shifts the
spool of valve DSV2 to position 3 thereby moving the
transfer control linkage towards the "Deliver" direction
'As the transfer control linkage reaches its center
ay
de-energized. The spool of valve DSV2 shifts from
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position E to its spring leaded tenter po: .1 A.
Relay operated contacts RC6I and 6.2 shift to their
normally closed positions. The transfer control
linkage is now at or near its center "stop" pesitiono
The stop correction system functions as described
above e
5.43 To "Deliver"^ place operator switch C8.3 in the
"deliver" position. Electric circuit branch H32 to is
completed. Solenoid SOLA and relay R3 are energised*
Energization of solenoid 'SOL A maintains operator switch
0S3 in "the "Deliver" position. Energization of relay R3
closes relay operated contacts RC31 and opens no Ly
closed relay operated contacts cRC32. Resultant current
flow through branch D6-III energizes relay R6 and solenoid
SOLIC (Operation of relay Ro concerns the stop correction
system and was explained above c ) Energization of solenoid
S0L10 shifts the spool of valve DSY2 from spring loaded
center position A to position B, Servo hydraulic flow,
through valves DSV2 and SS3V5 is to the A end of the
transfer control actuator CA2 which moves the transfer
control linkage towards the "Deliver" direction. The B
end of the transfer control actuator CA2 is drained through
valves SS3V6 and DSV2 and restriction RE2 which impedes the
return flow thus limiting trolley acceleration to 12 fps. 2
As the transfer control linkage reaches its maximum speed
"Deliver" position, normally closed snap acting switch SA2
is engaged by its cam and opened discontinuing current flow
through branch III„ Relay R6 and solenoid S0L.10 are de-
energized. The spool of valve DSV2 shifts from position B
to its spring loaded center position A thereby blocking
hydraulic flow to and from the transfer control actuator
CA2 The trolley is now proceeding in the "Deliver"
direction at maximum speed
As the trolley proceeds from the Delivering Ship toward
the Receiving Ship,, flexible shafts FS1 and FS2 common with
the Inboard Whip winch drum and the Transfer Whip winch drum
shafts directly drive, through suitable gears, the sun gears
of a differential at the Transfer Sensor. The resulting
revolutions of the differential c ross shaft are indicative
of trolley position as related to the Receiving Ship. The
differential cross shaft is coupled directly to a pinion P2
which meshes with a spiroid gear SG2 which in turn rotates
.
the cam of programming switch PS4« The rotational speed of
the differential cross shaft is reduced 50:1 through the
pinion-spircid- gear P2-SG2 combination.
When the trolley reaches point II
,
programming switch
PS4 is cam operated from its normally closed position to
open The electrical circuit branch H32 is broken de-ener-
gizing solenoid SOL A and relay* R3o Relay operated contacts
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RC31 return to their norma]. ly opened position while relay
operated contacts RC32 return to their normally closed
position „ De-energization of solenoid SOLA releases operator-
switch 0S3 which shifts to its center spring loaded "stop"
position. The trolley is brought to a stop in the manner
described above with the transfer control V' , ;e displaced
towards the "Deliver" direction at the time at which operator
switch CS3 is shifted to the n stop r ' position, paragraph 5 e i)22.




Electric circuit branch H.33 to is completed.
Solenoid SOLE and relay R4 are energized. Energization of
solenoid SOLE maintains operator switch OS 3 in the "Return"
position . Energisation of relay R4 closes relay operated
contacts RC41 and opens normally closed relay operated con-
tacts RC42o Resultant current flow through branch D2-IV
energizes relay R5 and solenoid S0L11. (Relay R5 concerns the
stop correction system.) Energization of solenoid S0L11 shifts
the spool of valve DSV2 from spring loaded center position A
to position B 9 ServO hydraulic flow through valves DSV2 and
SS3V6 i&;-to'sHe:B end of the transfer control actuator CA2 which
moves the transfer control linkage towards the "Return"
direction. The A end of the transfer control actuator CA2
is drained through valves SS3V15 and DSV2 and restriction RE2
which impedes the return flow thus limiting trolley accelera-
tion to 12 fps o As the transfer contra], linkage reaches its
maximum speed "Return" position, normally closed snap acting
switch SA4 is engaged by its cam and opened discontinuing
current flow through branch IV. Relay R5 and solenoid S0L11 are
de-energized. The spool of valve DSV2 shifts from position
C to its spring loaded center position A thereby blocking
hydraulic flow to and from the transfer control actuator CA2.
The trolley is now proceeding in the "Return" direction at
maximum speed.
As the trolley proceeds from the Receiving Ship toward
the Delivering Ship, flexible shaft FS1 common with the
Inboard Whip winch drum drives a pinion PI which meshes with
a spirotd gear SGI. The spiroii gear SGI in turn rotates the
cam of programming switch PS5 B The rotational speed of the
flexible shaft FS1 is reduced 50:1 through the pinion-spirod
gear P1-SG1 combination.
When the trolley reaches point III, programming switch
PS5 is cam operated from its normally closed position to open.
The electrical circuit branch H33 is broken de-energizing
solenoid. SOLE and relay R4<> Relay operated contacts RC41
return to their normally opened position while relay operated
contacts RC42 return to their normally closed position. De-
energization of solenoid SOLB releases operator switch 0S3
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which shifts to its center spring loaded "stop" position.
The trolley is brought to a stop in the manner described above
with the transfer control linkage displaced towards the
"Return" direction at the time at which operator switch 033
is shifted to the "stop" position, paragraph p «-u23 ^
6. SLIDING BLOCK (Figures 2 and 6)
6«- To raise the sliding block the operator depresses normally
open spring loaded posh button switch 0S4 completing electric
circuit branch DS. Solenoids S0L12 and S0L1-; are energised • The
spool of valve DSV3 is shifted from its spring loaded center
position A to position B
s
and the spool of valve S33V7 is shifted
from its spring loaded position A to position B.
Servo hydraulic flow through valve DSV3 to and from fixed
hydraulic motor MF3 drives a roller chain sprocket to raise the
sliding block
?
Restriction RE3 impedes the return hydraulic flow thereby
limiting the sliding block acceleration and speed as desired,
Replenishing hydraulic flow through valve SS3V7 releases-
spring set brake BR3 which otherwise would tend to hold the
sliding block at a fixed location.
The operator maintains manual pressure upon push button
switch OSA so long as he desires the sliding block to continue
to raise.
If the upper limit, of travel of the sliding block is reached
normally closed limit s|iap acting switch SA6 is cam operated to
open and electrical circuit Branch D$ is broken thereby de-
energizing solenoids S0L12 and S0L14*
The spools of valves DSV3 and SS3V7 shift from positions' A
to their spring loaded positions B. Hydraulic flow to and from
fixed hydraulic motor MF3 is blocked by valve DSV3 and the
hydraulically released brake BR3 is isolated and drained by valfe
SS3V7. Brake BR3 springs to its locked position. The upward
travel of the sliding block is stopped and locked. To stop the
sliding Mock at an intermediate height the control operator
releases switch 0S4; sequence of operations is the same as if
the upper limit was reached except that electric circuit branch.
D3 is broken by the open switch OS4 instead of the limit switch
SA6o
6»2o To lower the sliding block the operator depresses normally
open spring loaded push button switch 0S5» Sequence of operations
is similar to that described above for raising the sliding block.
With switch 0S5 depressed solenoids S0L13 and S0L14 are energised.
The spool of valve DSV3 shifts from spring loaded position A to
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position B establishing hydraulic flow to and from fixed hydra u!
motor MF3 thereby lowering the sliding blockc The spool of valve
SS3V7 shifts from spring loaded position A to position B, thereby
releasing brake BR3 freeing the sliding block for operation,,
/
If the lower limit of travel of the sliding block is reached
normally closed limit snap acting switch 3A5 is opened thereby
de-energizing solenoids SOL 13 and SO-!.. lk c The spools of valves
DSV3 and SS3V7 shift from positions C and B, respectively, to
positions A. Hydraulic flow to and from the fixed hydraulic motor
MP3 is blocked and brake BR3 is set. The downward travel of the
trolley is' thus stopped.
By releasing push button switch OS 5 the operator can stop
the sliding block at any intermediate position*
7. STATUS, TENSIONED MODIFIED HOUSEFALL MODEL MARK II.
7.1 Plans developed for Tensioned Modified Housefall Model Mark
II are:
BUSiLIgS_NOj.„ Title
521 20223I5A TMHF Model MK.II Hydraulic Motor
and Winch Drum Shafts and Mounts.
521 2022328 TMHF Model MK f II Preliminary Arrangement
and Structural Details, Sliding Block.
521 2022330 TMHF Model MK.II Hydraulic Pump and
Brake Mounts.
521 2022384 TMHF Model MK.II Hydraulic Manifold
?• 2 .JJigJM on hand at San Francisco Naval Shipyard
Item Quantity Remarks and/or Description
MF1 & 2 2 WSI Series 900 Fixed Displacement
Hydraulic Motor. See page 66 of
reference (a) for description. On
loan f-r#m Washington Scientific
Industries, Inc., Minneapolis,
Minnesota.
PV1 thru 4 4 Vickers PVB-10 Variable Displacement
Hydraulic Pump, See page 66 of refer-
ence (a) for description.
PV5 1 Vickers PVB-5 Pressure Compensated
Variable Displacement Pump. See

































' rk s .and /or De s_cr i pt i on
Vickers VV3~5C-10 J. ssure Compen-
sated Variable Displacement Pump.
See page 66 of reference (a) for-
description*
Marathon Electric 15 HP AC Motor,
1?60 RPM, TEFC, Double Shaft. See
page 6? of reference (a) for
description.
Marathon Electric 5HP AC Motor,
17^0 RPM, TEFC, Doable Shaft. See
page 6? of reference (a) for
description
W) Volt 3 Phase 60 cps AG
440 Volt 3 Phase 60 cps A(
NEMA Watertight enclosures;
for EMI thru 3*
Transfer Whip. LeBus grooved
for 1/8" 7 x 19 strand core CRE3 wire
Inboard Whip. LeBus grooved for
1/8" 7 x 19 strand core CRES wire.
LeBus
Thomas Flexible Disc Type
MF'l and 2 to winch drum shafts
EMI to PV1 & 2
EM2 to PV3 & 4
EM3 to PV5 & 6
Schafer Self Aligned io
support ttfinch drum shafts.
Tapered Roller Bearing 5" & 6" nominal
0D o Grooved for 1/8" wire. To be
used for sliding block assembly, fair
leads, trolley and housefali block.
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Ltem Quant 11 l imarks an&/ci Peso?
Wire 100.0
-ft. 1/8" ? x 19 strand core CRES C
approx.
7«3 The_main hydraulic manifold was designed, to mount the
following valvesTBUSHIPS Plan 521 2022365 ).
"
I£§H1 Quantity Remarks and/or Description
PHV 1 & 2 2 Rivett Lathe & Grinder, Inc. model
6805-1 o Double hydraulic pilot
operated. No springs, 2 position,
4-way valve (to be used as 3-way
va 1ve ) « 1 " size. M oun t ing sur-
faces to be machined on manifold.
RV1 thru 4 4 Fawick Corporation Hydraulic-
Electronic Division adjustable
cartridge relief valve 131189-020.
Mounting cavities to be machined
in manifold.
CV1 thru k k Combination pump Valve Co. check
valve cartridges catalog No. 665-1
«
Mounting cavities to be machined, in
manifold
M4V1 1 Denison valve i/V 4-way manually
operated detent positioned, sub-plate
type. 3 detent No. DD 023 513 D type
3 spool (to be used in 2 spool posi-
tions only, including center position).
Mounting surface to be machined on
manifold,
7»^ The. following items are requ ired. No commitment exists in
design or availability for specific manufacturers' components
listed. This is not a complete list.
litem Qusrrb_ity_ Remarks and/or Description
0S1 & 2 2 Manually operated 2-position detented
switch.
053 1 Manually operated 3-position switch.
Spring loaded to center "Stop" position,
Held in "Deliver" position by energized
solenoid SOL A Held in "Rccurn 15 posi-
tion by energized solenoid SOL B.




SOL A' & B 2
SOL 1 thru 14 14
PS ] ,;& 3,


































M ' OS; , "Deliver" or "R '
position when energized.,,
Valve actuators. Obtained with
valves „ These solenoids should
be heavy duty oil immersed type.
115 volts 60 cps A C
Precision Mechanisms Corp, Adjustable
cam switch model CS 40?-
Precision Mechanisms Corp.
Adjustable cam switch model CS402-1
with double ended shaft extension,,
Salt water and oil environment proof
snap acting switches.
Salt water and oil environment
proof relays
o
Guidance Controls Corp Duplex Clutch
Model HCC 8 24-28 Volt DC,
115 Volts 60 cps AC to 28 Volts DC
for clutch operations
Synchro Transmitters to provide remote
indication of trolley distance to
either replenishing ship.
Not shown. To provide remote indication


































Mechanical signal t : ; . on fr<
winch drums to Transfer Sensor, Should
be large size to minimize lost motion.
Precision Instrument Components catalog
code EJ & EK C Spiroid gears.
Precision Instrument Components catalog
code V
Mechanical servo valves Will most like+y
require specific designs „ Size depends
upon control dynamics
„
Double end double acting hydraulic actuator,
2000 psic ratings Size dependent upon
avilability and control dimensions and
dynamics.
Single end double acting hydraulic
actuator, 2000 psio Size dependent upon
avilability and control dimensions and
dynamics.
Valve 1/V , 4-way, 3"=pcsition ? double
solenoid operated; spring centered, heavy
duty oil immersed solenoids,
Valve
;
1/4", 4-way, 2-position, single
solenoid operated , heavy duty oil im-
mersed solenoid,
Valve, 1A", 3-way, 2-position, single
solenoid operated, heavy duty oil im-
mersed solencido
Valve, 1A", 3=way, 2-position, single
hydraulic pilot operated,,
Valve, 1/4", 2°way, 2-position, single
hydraulic pilot operated a
For initial orifice determination: variable
calibrated orifices.
Low speed high torque fixed displacement
hydraulic motor, Washington Scientific
Industries, Inc Motor Series 350 probably
well suited.
Filters. Initial and continuous filtration







] I arks and/or De scri pt ion
Replenishing system: 200 psi.
Serve System 1500-2000 psi,
BuShips plan No, 521 2022330
based upon Goodyear Industrial
brake No. PD 1^36 SK 1. Wagnei
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